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Have your private equity cake and eat it
Up until now, investors in private equity had to choose between the superior alpha of direct buy-outs
or a secondary market that offered more liquidity and less risk. Not anymore. A new approach to
private equity – what we call Partnership Solutions – aims to achieve the best of both strategies.
Introduction
Thanks to strong performance over many decades, global
private equity (PE) assets have grown to about $3tn under
management. 1 Investors in PE mostly gain exposure to
underlying companies either via funds, which own them
directly, or funds of funds (collectively known as the primary
market). Investors can also co-invest alongside PE funds
into companies, or even go direct.
The so-called secondary market is another route. It is
smaller – less than two per cent of private equity assets are
estimated to trade hands each year – but growing fast due
to structural changes in the market. Rather than committing
money at the outset, secondary capital joins the party
several years later, providing liquidity to sellers and creating
an active and more transparent market place.
Secondary investing is theoretically attractive because
capital can be deployed quickly and diversely, historical fees
are avoided, underlying assets are more mature and better
funded, and cash is distributed sooner. Returns in
secondary funds over the past ten years support the theory.
Traditionally there has been a trade-off when investing via
the secondary market. Cash returns have tended to be
lower because of less risk, shorter holding periods, reduced
scope for valuation anomalies and the fact that often
secondary sales are of portfolios that include assets of
varying quality. In buying a whole fund position, you get the
good with the bad.
However, we believe there is a way to get the best of both
direct and secondary investing – to have your PE cake and
eat it. What we call Partnership Solutions is a hybrid
1

strategy targeting the alpha of direct PE with the more
attractive liquidity and risk profile of the secondary market.
Partnership Solutions focuses on later stage investments
within an existing PE fund portfolio. The strategy leverages
a dynamic and collaborative approach to satisfy every
stakeholder: the incumbent investors, PE fund managers, as
well as the underlying portfolio companies. Alpha and
superior returns can be created by:

• Maintaining the key tenets of a secondary transaction
while tactically identifying individual, attractive assets
within an existing PE fund portfolio.

• Prioritising deal creation versus deal sourcing by
leveraging strong relationships. This also reduces
information asymmetries leading to better underwriting
and greater access to managers and underlying
portfolio management teams.

• Utilising a bottom-up, asset-by-asset underwriting
standard. Such an approach is unrealistic from a time
and skill standpoint when assessing large secondary
portfolio sales in a minimally invasive manner.
This paper explains why a partnership approach could be
attractive to PE investors given recent trends in the private
equity market. The value proposition as well as the risks of
traditional secondary investing is described in the appendix.
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Secondary market landscape

asset management techniques in managing their
illiquid PE portfolios.

In the past three decades, the PE secondary market has
evolved from a niche, semi-illiquid investment class
characterised by motivated sellers and a handful of buyers,
into a more active and transparent marketplace. The benefit
is that investors and managers now have the opportunity to
structurally alter their private equity portfolios more easily. 2
The secondary market has expanded in conjunction with the
rapid growth of the primary market, helped by an increased
acceptance of traditional and complex secondary
transactions among the managers and investors.
Transaction volumes have increased from $9bn in 2009 to
around $75bn today. Despite this growth – which we expect
to continue – secondary transactions remain underrepresented as a portion of the broader private equity
market, with annual volumes accounting for only around two
per cent of the $3tn supply base of private equity assets. 3

Such transactions have been a key growth driver for
the market. After the global financial crisis, increased
scrutiny and regulation of large financial institutions,
namely banks, led to strategic portfolio sales of directly
held private equity assets and underlying private equity
fund commitments. While this part of the market has
historically generated attractive opportunities, its
prevalence has waned in recent years as banks have
reduced their balance sheets and exposure to directly
and indirectly held private equity assets. Liquiditydriven or distressed situations can also still occur
today, but are less common.
2) Direct secondaries

• This involves the sale of direct investments in a private
portfolio of companies (which are also sometimes
publicly traded) typically owned by financial institutions
or large corporations. Such direct investments are sold
either to the current team (for example in a spin-out
situation) or to a new manager taking over portfolio
management from the incumbent team.

Secondary capital providers are now integral players in the
PE industry. They boost liquidity and provide a solution to
some of the challenges investors are likely to face.
Secondary transactions come in three broad categories:
portfolio sales, direct sales and manager-led sales.

3) Manager-led transactions
1) Portfolio sales

• An increasingly important segment of the market, so-

• The most common type of secondary deal is known as

called general partner-led (GP-led) transactions are
where managers seek liquidity options for investors
while potentially securing additional time (and
sometimes capital) for a portfolio of assets to mature
and be primed for sale. Structuring or re-structuring
these types of transactions can be complex and time
consuming – perhaps requiring bespoke solutions
around the composition of the underlying portfolio, the
price to sellers, and the alignment between old and
new investors, as well as the manager.

a limited partner transaction (LPs are the investors in
the fund). These accounted for three quarters of
transaction volumes in 2017. A fund investor sells an
interest, or a portfolio of interests, to another investor
(a purchasing investor) based on a negotiated price,
usually as a percentage of net asset value. The
purchasing investor assumes the legal and financial
obligations to the underlying fund(s). Such transactions
arise from three main seller motivations: portfolio
management, strategic and regulatory reasons, or due
to liquidity-driven situations.

GP-led deals, as well as other non-traditional secondary
transactions such as preferred equity purchases,
already account for between a quarter and a third of
deal volume (Figure 1). We expect such deals to play
an increasingly important role in future. 4

Over the past several years, for example, large
pension and sovereign wealth funds have begun to
use a more liquid secondary market in order rebalance exposures and reduce the number of private
equity relationships – effectively adopting traditional
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Past performance information contained herein is provided for illustrative purposes
only and is not indicative or a guarantee of the Program's future results. The views
presented are solely those of the DWS Private Equity Team and not those of any
other part of DWS.
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DWS PE based on Greenhill Cogent Secondary Market Trends & Outlook, Jan-2019.

Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or
analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect.

DWS PE based on Greenhill Cogent Secondary Market Trends & Outlook, Jan-2019.
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FIGURE 1: SECONDARY VOLUMES AT RECORD ($BN)
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secondary solutions. A strong pipeline of opportunities
suggest such a funding gap exists in this space, as the
growing dislocation between private equity tiers leads to an
underserved and undercapitalised middle market. 7
The growing need for solutions

Source: Greenhill Secondary Market Trends & Outlook, January 2018; Greenhill Cogent
Secondary Pricing Trends & Analysis, January 2017

Market developments create an opportunity
In recent years, there has been a shift in the private equity
landscape, where a greater concentration of capital has
been committed to larger, high profile firms, with many
investors doubling down on a core group of fewer, better
managers. 5 (Figure 2) This consolidation of investor capital
has led to the average private equity fund size jumping from
$400m in 2016 to $540m a year later, despite fewer funds
coming to the market. 6

The private equity market is an inherently long-term, illiquid
asset class with structural inefficiencies. Some funds take
almost 20 years to liquidate 8, as can be seen in Figure 3.
This can lead to misalignments between investors,
managers and underlying portfolio companies. The
imbedded duration of the asset class makes it hard to
calibrate the risk underwriting of all parties over such a
prolonged period.
Despite embarking on a long-term partnership, prerogatives
between investors, fund managers and portfolio company
bosses can diverge and become untenable. However, the
emergence of flexible, solutions-oriented capital has helped
to ameliorate some of the inevitable issues arising through
the lifecycle of an investment. Tangible examples of such
issues we are currently seeing include:

• Investments in high quality portfolio companies
needing more capital and taking more time to exit than
initially envisaged at purchase.

• A company or a portfolio of companies requiring
FIGURE 2: PROPORTION OF CAPITAL RAISED BY THE
LARGEST PE FUNDS

additional flexibility in order to be sold at the optimal
time for the maximum value.

• Certain assets lacking patient capital, with founder-led
businesses needing additional equity to grow and
achieve business model catalysts, despite being in a
portfolio for a number of years.

• A fund manager having limited capital to fund needed
initiatives or targeted deals within their portfolio, which
will ultimately lead to more attractive exits – particularly
post the PE fund’s investment period, where follow-on
capital is more restrictive.

• A high quality firm struggling from overall

Source: 2018 Preqin Global Private Equity & Venture Capital Report

underperformance and fundraising issues based on
early investments, despite holding some very attractive
and high performing assets.

Because of this shift towards a more focused portfolio of
managers, we believe the impact on low-to-mid market
managers will lead to an increase in demand for a variety of
5

Past performance is not indicative of future results. The views presented are solely
those of the DWS Private Equity Team and not those of any other part of DWS.
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Preqin Global Private Equity and Venture Capital Report, 2018.
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Past performance is not indicative of future results. The views presented are solely
those of the DWS Private Equity Team and not those of any other part of DWS.

8

Data presented at Invest Europe Investors Forum, March 2018.

Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or
analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect.
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• A fund manager being pressured by investors to
liquidate a fund vehicle and willing to sell near-tomedium term contractual earn-outs, with easily
reachable thresholds, at a steep discount.

• A fund manager with limited strategic options for a
company because they have reached their fund’s
concentration limit.

• A management team declining a good acquisition

DWS RESEARCH INSTITUTE

the alpha of direct private equity investing with the liquidity
and risk profile of the secondary market.
Partnership Solutions focuses on later stage investments
within a pre-existing portfolio of companies. The strategy
employs a dynamic and collaborative approach to solving
one or several issues within a portfolio while harmonising
the interests of all stakeholders: the incumbent investors,
the manager and the underlying portfolio companies.

because it would result in an excessive debt burden.

• A relationship-driven transaction with a less price

FIGURE 4: THE SECONDARY MARKET’S PROGRESSION HAS
TAKEN PLACE OVER DECADES

sensitive – but reputation wary – investor base wanting
to create liquidity as a means of recycling proceeds
into the next manager fund.
FIGURE 3: YEARS TO LIQUIDATION AS % OF FUNDS

Source: DWS Private Equity, 2018 (1) Greenhill Cogent mid-case estimate of 2020
secondary market transaction volume. (2) Greenhill Cogent, Lazard and Credit Suisse (3)
McKinsey & Co (2018) (4) Please note this is for illustrative purposes

While the secondary market has provided attractive returns
to investors via large portfolio transactions consisting of
multiple private equity interests, Partnership Solutions
employs a unique approach to driving alpha by focusing on:
Source: Invest Europe Investors Forum, March 2018

• Maintaining the key value-creating elements of a
traditional secondary transaction, such as:

Capitalising on these recent market developments affords
investors a unique market opportunity. Only non-traditional
secondary approaches can take full advantage. Our
solutions-based strategy is explained in the next section.

Partnership solutions

o Reduced cost: no historical fees and future fees
are discounted from the transaction price
o Mitigation of blind pool risk: buying into funded
assets at a more mature stage
o J-curve mitigation: shorter duration and earlier
cash distributions (Figure 5)

As described above, the rise in GP-led and other nontraditional secondary transactions is due to the convergence
between buyers, sellers and fund managers. Each player in
the market is bringing more innovation and creativity to the
way capital is utilised and flows between them. 9
Our approach to taking advantage of this evolution in
secondary transactions (see Figure 4) is called Partnership
Solutions. This is essentially a hybrid strategy that targets
9

Past performance is not indicative of future results. The views presented are solely
those of the DWS Private Equity Team and not those of any other part of DWS.

Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or
analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect.
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FIGURE 5: SECONDARIES CAN RESULT IN EARLIER
CASHFLOWS
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• Providing additional capital to enhance value creation
by funding follow-on investments, providing working
capital for new product launches or funding other
strategic initiatives, such as add-on acquisitions
(Figure 7).

• Deal creation versus deal sourcing through harvesting
longstanding direct relationships with private equity
firms and portfolio company chief executives, among
others. The team acts as a trusted counterparty to all
stakeholders, which supports the generation of
proprietary deal flow. Direct access to both managers
and underlying portfolio companies also helps lower
information asymmetries.

• Cherry-picking assets allows for a superior, bottom-up,
Source: Greenhill Secondary Market Trends & Outlook, January 2018; Greenhill Cogent
Secondary Pricing Trends & Analysis, January 2017

o Portfolio management: accelerated deployment
of capital with potential to diversify across
vintage, strategy, industry and geography
o Pricing flexibility: benefit from the re-pricing of
existing funded assets while capitalising on
pricing inefficiencies

• Tactically identifying attractive assets within a portfolio
that conform to specific risk/return parameters, as
opposed to transacting on a ‘take it or leave it’
portfolio. Rather than relying on beta and leverage,
Partnership Solutions delivers superior alpha via
careful asset section and deep due diligence (Figure
6).

asset-by-asset underwriting standard. This would
otherwise be impossible from a time and skill
standpoint when assessing large portfolio sales in a
minimally invasive manner.

• Finally, alpha comes from leveraging the skills of a
specialised and complimentary team. Key abilities
include sourcing off-market transactions, creating
structures that consider the interests of all parties,
identifying attractive business models and markets,
and remaining disciplined in terms of capital
deployment and underwriting standards

FIGURE 7: EXAMPLE OF A TYPICAL TRANSACTION

FIGURE 6: PICKING THE MOST ATTRACTIVE ASSETS

Source: DWS as at January 2019. For indicative purposes only. There is no assurance
that any forecast strategy will materialise. Actual results may vary.

Source: DWS Private Equity Team as at February 2019. For illustrative purposes only. The
information herein reflects our current views only, is subject to change, and is not intended
to be promissory or relied upon by the reader. There can be no certainty that events will
turn out as we have opined herein. There is no assurance that any forecast strategy will
materialise. Actual results may vary.
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APPENDIX
Value proposition of secondary investing
As an investment class, secondaries offer many attractive
qualitative and quantitative benefits:
Qualitative

• Enhanced build-up of private equity exposure: By
acquiring interests on a secondary basis, an investor
has the ability to scale their private equity portfolio
sooner than would be otherwise feasible. Typically
speaking, entering the private equity market in a
meaningful way – and ultimately reaching a critical
mass of exposure – requires prudent capital
deployment to primary commitments or single asset
co-investments (many times a by-product of a primary
commitment) across several vintage years.

• Greater visibility/reduced blind pool risk: An
attractive aspect of acquiring a partially or fully funded
portfolio of assets is that investors have further visibility
into underlying operational performance and valuation,
therefore meaningfully reducing blind pool risk.

DWS RESEARCH INSTITUTE

• Back-ended diversification: By adding exposure to
secondaries, an existing private equity portfolio can
benefit from increased diversification across vintage
years, sectors, geographies/regions, strategies and
managers.
Quantitative

• Outperformance versus single fund exposure:
When comparing the performance of global
secondaries and global private equity and venture
capital across multiple economic cycles (2002-2015),
secondaries have outperformed on an IRR basis by
230 basis points (580bps when including the most
recent three vintage years), generating weighted
median net returns of 13 per cent versus 11 per cent
for private equity and venture capital funds. 10
When looking deeper at recession vintages (20062008), global secondaries continued to outperform
private equity and venture capital by 170 basis points,
with returns of 11 per cent and nine per cent
respectively. 11 (Figure 8)
FIGURE 8: WEIGHTED AVERAGE MEDIAN RETURNS BY
VINTAGE YEAR

• J-curve mitigating qualities: Early in a primary fund's
life, the net internal rate of return to investors will
typically be negative, considering the absence of
portfolio-level value accretion coupled with the
application of fees and expenses. However, acquiring
secondary interests at a later stage can partially or
entirely mitigate the impact of the J-curve. At this
stage, there is typically a lower fee load, with assets
potentially being acquired at a discount to NAV,
thereby creating an arbitrage for new investors versus
those that entered on a primary basis.

• Smoother cash flow profile and NAV acceleration:
Complimenting an existing private equity portfolio with
secondaries can lead to the smoothing of the cash flow
profile across the broader portfolio, while offering the
ancillary benefit of NAV acceleration for investors
requiring specific portfolio value targets.

10

Cambridge Associates, FOF, Buyout & Growth, and Secondary Funds Index and
Benchmark Statistics, June 30, 2017. Past performance is not indicative of future
results.

11

Cambridge Associates, FOF, Buyout & Growth, and Secondary Funds Index and
Benchmark Statistics, June 30, 2017. Past performance is not indicative of future
results.

Note: Calculation methodology utilizes median returns per vintage year weighted by the
universe of funds reporting in each year. Source: Cambridge Associates, FOF, Buyout &
Growth, and Secondary Funds Index and Benchmark Statistics, June 30, 2017. Past
performance not a reliable indicator of future returns.

• Low historical return volatility: The dispersion and
implied volatility between quartile returns has been
greater in the private equity and venture capital
investment universe than secondary transactions.
Despite being a function of the private equity market,
secondaries have historically offered lower dispersion
of returns between the top and bottom performers,
which we believe points to the consistency of this
investment class over a prolonged period.

Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or
analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect.
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• Low loss ratios: In conjunction with the lower

o Early distributions can be beneficial when capital
planning a broader private equity or alternatives
program, providing cash flow flexibility to fund
other commitments or near-term liabilities, while
also aiding in the achievement of self-funding

dispersion of returns, secondary funds have also
enjoyed low loss ratios, evidenced by only 22 basis
points of total drawn capital returning less than cost
over a 13 year span, compared with 780 basis points
for global private equity and venture capital over the
same period. 12 (Figure 9)

o The recycling of distributions to fund follow-on
investments and management fees can reduce
the administrative and financial burden on
investors to process numerous capital calls,
which often arrive on short notice and require
funding within a limited timeframe

When comparing the number of firms that have
returned less than cost over the same period, the
number jumps to a fifth for global private equity and
venture capital while remaining muted for global
secondaries at 1.3 per cent. 13 We believe that the
margin of safety in returns can be largely attributed to
greater diversification, near-to-medium term cash flow
visibility, reduced blind pool risk and acquiring
positions at a historical discount to NAV.

o Recycling capital also enables a manager that
has realised early returns to re-deploy capital in
the maximum number of investments, potentially
generating greater net returns. We believe the
attractiveness of increased net return generation
and liquidity has been further supported by the
current low yield environment as investors have
fewer options with similar characteristics

FIGURE 9: LOSS RATIO (AS A % OF DRAWN CAPITAL)

FIGURE 10: DPI LAST FIVE VINTAGE YEARS, DISTRIBUTED
AS A % OF CALLED CAPITAL

Note: Based on capital losses as a convention of aggregate drawn capital (e.g. total value
that is valued less than drawn). Source: Preqin, May 2018. Past performance is not
indicative of future results.

• Earlier liquidity: Secondary investors have historically

Source: Preqin, 2018

purchased mature private equity interests that are
between 50 and 80 per cent funded 14 and are usually
focused on seasoned assets that have the potential to
be exited over a shorter horizon. As a result, near-tomedium term liquidity has been a focal point when
underwriting a transaction (Figure 10).

And as seen in Figure 11, secondary funds typically
take under seven years to reach a distributed to
paid-in capital multiple of one times, with 40 per cent
of that capital distributed in the first five years alone.
This is unusual for most private equity strategies and
desirable for investors pairing a secondaries strategy
with other longer-term private equity investments. 15

• Liquidity events will typically be returned to investors
as a distribution – or utilised to offset capital calls for
fees and/or follow-on investments. This distinct
attribute can be attractive to investors of varying sizes,
setups and preferences for the following reasons:

12

Preqin, May 2018. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

15

13

Preqin, May 2018. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or
analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect.

14

Cambridge Associates, "When Secondaries Should Come First" August 2017.

Cambridge Associates, June 30, 2016.
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FIGURE 11: DPI HORIZON BY PE INVESTMENT CLASSES
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Competition
Since 2011, the secondary fundraising market has grown
every year with the exception of 2015, generating an
annualised growth rate of nearly 25 per cent. 16 (Figure 12)
The number of funds raising capital over the same period
grew at a modest annual rate of seven per cent, pointing to
the thematic consolidation of capital flows towards larger,
well-established players that typically operate in the upper
end of the market. 17 (Figure 13) Also reflecting this theme,
the average fund size has also increased over the same
period at 17 per cent annum. 18
The secondaries market has experienced record
fundraising, with dry powder now at 2.6 times the supply of
deal flow, more than double what it was six years ago. As a
result, the whole secondaries market has become far more
competitive, making returns harder to generate.

FIGURE 12: SECONDARIES MARKET FUNDRAISING
HISTORY (NUMBER OF FUNDS AND RAISED CAPITAL)

Cambridge Associates, "When Secondaries Should Come First" August 2017

Source: Data has been sourced from the 2018 Preqin Global Private Equity & Venture
Capital Report

Secondary investing risks
As a reflection of the broader private equity market, the
secondaries universe has enjoyed buoyant and consistent
growth in the current market cycle, which we believe has
been largely supported by increased awareness and
acceptance of traditional and complex secondary
transactions among managers and investors. However,
despite the continued strong fundamentals that we see on
the supply and demand side, the proliferation of the market
both in terms of the number of firms operating and capital
being raised in recent years has led to further competition,
increased pricing, and returns compression.

FIGURE 13: SECONDARIES MARKET FUNDRAISING
HISTORY (AVERAGE SECONDARY FUND SIZE)

Source: Data has been sourced from the 2018 Preqin Global Private Equity & Venture
Capital Report

16

2018 Preqin Global Private Equity & Venture Capital Report

17

2018 Preqin Global Private Equity & Venture Capital Report

18

2018 Preqin Global Private Equity & Venture Capital Report
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Valuations continue to rise
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FIGURE 15: SUPPORTIVE GLOBAL EQUITY MARKETS

We believe that a confluence of factors has led to an
increased pricing environment for secondary opportunities,
which we believe to have reached peak levels in 2017 and
precipitated a transition from a buyer’s market to a seller’s
market of investor positions. 19
For example, Greenhill, a secondaries advisor, has
witnessed aggregate pricing of 93 per cent of net asset
value for 2017, a 400 basis point increase versus the year
before and a 100 basis points above the prior record set in
2014. 20

Source: Capital IQ, May 10, 2018

FIGURE 14: YEARLY PRICING DEVELOPMENT

Role of intermediaries
The increased presence of secondary market advisory firms
has also played a contributing role in the evolution of seller
liquidity and pricing development. We estimate that nearly
90 per cent of the investor portfolio market is intermediated.
More complex manager-led deals are generally less
intermediated, more bespoke and make up a smaller but
growing portion of the overall market.

Source: Greenhill Secondary Market Trends & Outlook, 2017 and January 2018

A by-product of the current market cycle can be seen in the
higher valuations across all asset classes. Investors flush
with capital and strong company balance sheets are
contributing to deals at rich valuations, while loose monetary
policy has raised risk appetites. (Figure 14)
With a strong historical correlation between public market
volatility and growth and pricing in the secondaries market,
investors looking for entry points will likely face similar
dynamics to public markets. Moreover, rising listed equity
markets (Figure 15), a strong macro backdrop in the US and
steadier eurozone economies have led to more optimistic
underwritings at the asset level, thereby validating current
pricing levels.

On the portfolio side of the market in particular,
intermediaries play a natural and critical role for investors,
by alleviating the time and energy required to run an
efficient and structured process with a broad universe of
buyers. In a position between buyers and sellers, an
intermediary is effectively playing the role of a market
maker, negotiating structure, securing optimal pricing and
increasing the likelihood of a transaction being
consummated. (Figure 16)

FIGURE 16: INVESTOR TYPES REPRESENTED BY
SECONDARY MARKET INTERMEDIARIES

Source: 2018 Preqin Global Private Equity & Venture Capital Report

19

The views presented are solely those of the DWS Private Equity Team and not those
of any other part of DWS.

20

Greenhill Cogent Secondary Market Trends & Outlook, 2018

Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or
analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect.
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State of leverage
The use of leverage continues to play an integral role in
pricing and return generation for secondary investors. 21
Particularly in the LP portfolio sale market – where the
fundraising renaissance of recent years has left players with
pressure to deploy – the use of debt has become ubiquitous
when underwriting transactions at competitive pricing.
Consequently, in order to achieve consistent return targets,
investors have had to develop creative deferral and
leverage structures, representing almost a quarter of the
market's 2017 total volume. 22 (Figure 17)
Although largely non-existent a decade ago, leverage is now
seen an essential tool when attempting to win deals and
maintain double digit returns at the larger end of the market.
Investors are expected to continue to utilise deferral and
leverage structures. In a survey last year, a quarter of
respondents said they planned to increase their use of
leverage. 23 However, despite greater market sentiment
towards the use of financing facilities, secondary buyers
have demonstrated prudence with relatively low loan-tovalue ratios.

FIGURE 17: LEVERAGE LEVELS

Source: Campbell Lutyens, 2018 Secondary Market Overview Report

21

Past performance is not indicative of future results. The views presented are solely
those of the DWS Private Equity Team and not those of any other part of DWS.

22

Triago Quarterly Report, December 2017.

23

Campbell Lutyens, 2018 Secondary Market Overview Report.
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Important information – EMEA
DWS is the brand name under which DWS Group GmbH &
Co. KGaA and its subsidiaries operate their business
activities. Clients will be provided DWS products or services
by one or more legal entities that will be identified to clients
pursuant to the contracts, agreements, offering materials or
other documentation relevant to such products or services.
The information contained in this document does not
constitute investment advice.
All statements of opinion reflect the current assessment of
DWS Invesetment and are subject to change without notice.
Forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance.
Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, opinions
and hypothetical performance analysis, therefore actual
results may vary, perhaps materially, from the results
contained here.
Past performance, [actual or simulated], is not a reliable
indication of future performance.
The information contained in this document does not
constitute a financial analysis but qualifies as marketing
communication. This marketing communication is neither
subject to all legal provisions ensuring the impartiality of
financial analysis nor to any prohibition on trading prior to
the publication of financial analyses.
This document and the information contained herein may
only be distributed and published in jurisdictions in which
such distribution and publication is permissible in
accordance with applicable law in those jurisdictions. Direct
or indirect distribution of this document is prohibited in the
USA as well as to or for the account of US persons and
persons residing in the USA.
DWS Investment GmbH. As of: 3.4.2019 Switzerland
For Qualified Investors (Art. 10 Para. 3 of the Swiss Federal
Collective Investment Schemes Act (CISA)).
Kingdom of Bahrain
For Residents of the Kingdom of Bahrain: This document
does not constitute an offer for sale of, or participation in,
securities, derivatives or funds marketed in Bahrain within
the meaning of Bahrain Monetary Agency Regulations. All
applications for investment should be received and any
allotments should be made, in each case from outside of
Bahrain. This document has been prepared for private
information purposes of intended investors only who will be
institutions. No invitation shall be made to the public in the
Kingdom of Bahrain and this document will not be issued,
passed to, or made available to the public generally. The
Central Bank (CBB) has not reviewed, nor has it approved,
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this document or the marketing of such securities,
derivatives or funds in the Kingdom of Bahrain. Accordingly,
the securities, derivatives or funds may not be offered or
sold in Bahrain or to residents thereof except as permitted
by Bahrain law. The CBB is not responsible for performance
of the securities, derivatives or funds.
State of Kuwait
This document has been sent to you at your own request.
This presentation is not for general circulation to the public
in Kuwait. The Interests have not been licensed for offering
in Kuwait by the Kuwait Capital Markets Authority or any
other relevant Kuwaiti government agency. The offering of
the Interests in Kuwait on the basis a private placement or
public offering is, therefore, restricted in accordance with
Decree Law No. 31 of 1990 and the implementing
regulations thereto (as amended) and Law No. 7 of 2010
and the bylaws thereto (as amended). No private or public
offering of the Interests is being made in Kuwait, and no
agreement relating to the sale of the Interests will be
concluded in Kuwait. No marketing or solicitation or
inducement activities are being used to offer or market the
Interests in Kuwait.
United Arab Emirates
Deutsche Bank AG in the Dubai International Financial
Centre (registered no. 00045) is regulated by the Dubai
Financial Services Authority. Deutsche Bank AG - DIFC
Branch may only undertake the financial services activities
that fall within the scope of its existing DFSA license.
Principal place of business in the DIFC: Dubai International
Financial Centre, The Gate Village, Building 5, PO Box
504902, Dubai, U.A.E. This information has been distributed
by Deutsche Bank AG. Related financial products or
services are only available to Professional Clients, as
defined by the Dubai Financial Services Authority.
State of Qatar
Deutsche Bank AG in the Qatar Financial Centre (registered
no. 00032) is regulated by the Qatar Financial Centre
Regulatory Authority. Deutsche Bank AG – QFC Branch
may only undertake the financial services activities that fall
within the scope of its existing QFCRA license. Principal
place of business in the QFC: Qatar Financial Centre,
Tower, West Bay, Level 5, PO Box 14928, Doha, Qatar.
This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank
AG. Related financial products or services are only available
to Business Customers, as defined by the Qatar Financial
Centre Regulatory Authority.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia LLC Company,
(registered no. 07073-37) is regulated by the Capital Market
Authority. Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia may only
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undertake the financial services activities that fall within the
scope of its existing CMA license. Principal place of
business in Saudi Arabia: King Fahad Road, Al Olaya
District, P.O. Box 301809, Faisaliah Tower - 17th Floor,
11372 Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
United Arab Emirates
Deutsche Bank AG in the Dubai International Financial
Centre (registered no. 00045) is regulated by the Dubai
Financial Services Authority. Deutsche Bank AG - DIFC
Branch may only undertake the financial services activities
that fall within the scope of its existing DFSA license.
Principal place of business in the DIFC: Dubai International
Financial Centre, The Gate Village, Building 5, PO Box
504902, Dubai, U.A.E. This information has been distributed
by Deutsche Bank AG. Related financial products or
services are only available to Professional Clients, as
defined by the Dubai Financial Services Authority.

Important information – APAC
DWS is the brand name of DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA.
The respective legal entities offering products or services
under the DWS brand are specified in the respective
contracts, sales materials and other product information
documents. DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA, its affiliated
companies and its officers and employees (collectively
“DWS Group”) are communicating this document in good
faith and on the following basis.
This document has been prepared without consideration of
the investment needs, objectives or financial circumstances
of any investor. Before making an investment decision,
investors need to consider, with or without the assistance of
an investment adviser, whether the investments and
strategies described or provided by DWS Group, are
appropriate, in light of their particular investment needs,
objectives and financial circumstances. Furthermore, this
document is for information/discussion purposes only and
does not constitute an offer, recommendation or solicitation
to conclude a transaction and should not be treated as
giving investment advice.
DWS Group does not give tax or legal advice. Investors
should seek advice from their own tax experts and lawyers,
in considering investments and strategies suggested by
DWS Group. Investments with DWS Group are not
guaranteed, unless specified.
Investments are subject to various risks, including market
fluctuations, regulatory change, possible delays in
repayment and loss of income and principal invested. The
value of investments can fall as well as rise and you might

DWS RESEARCH INSTITUTE

not get back the amount originally invested at any point in
time. Furthermore, substantial fluctuations of the value of
the investment are possible even over short periods of time.
The terms of any investment will be exclusively subject to
the detailed provisions, including risk considerations,
contained in the offering documents. When making an
investment decision, you should rely on the final
documentation relating to the transaction and not the
summary contained herein. Past performance is no
guarantee of current or future performance. Nothing
contained herein shall constitute any representation or
warranty as to future performance.
Although the information herein has been obtained from
sources believed to be reliable, DWS Group does not
guarantee its accuracy, completeness or fairness. No
liability for any error or omission is accepted by DWS Group.
Opinions and estimates may be changed without notice and
involve a number of assumptions which may not prove valid.
All third party data (such as MSCI, S&P, Dow Jones, FTSE,
Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Factset & Bloomberg) are
copyrighted by and proprietary to the provider. DWS Group
or persons associated with it (“Associated Persons”) may (i)
maintain a long or short position in securities referred to
herein, or in related futures or options, and (ii) purchase or
sell, make a market in, or engage in any other transaction
involving such securities, and earn brokerage or other
compensation.
The document was not produced, reviewed or edited by any
research department within DWS Group and is not
investment research. Therefore, laws and regulations
relating to investment research do not apply to it. Any
opinions expressed herein may differ from the opinions
expressed by other DWS Group departments including
research departments. This document may contain forward
looking statements. Forward looking statements include, but
are not limited to assumptions, estimates, projections,
opinions, models and hypothetical performance analysis.
The forward looking statements expressed constitute the
author’s judgment as of the date of this material. Forward
looking statements involve significant elements of subjective
judgments and analyses and changes thereto and/or
consideration of different or additional factors could have a
material impact on the results indicated. Therefore, actual
results may vary, perhaps materially, from the results
contained herein. No representation or warranty is made by
DWS Group as to the reasonableness or completeness of
such forward looking statements or to any other financial
information contained herein.
This document may not be reproduced or circulated without
DWS Group’s written authority. The manner of circulation
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and distribution of this document may be restricted by law or
regulation in certain countries, including the United States.
This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution
to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident
of or located in any locality, state, country or other
jurisdiction, including the United States, where such
distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary
to law or regulation or which would subject DWS Group to
any registration or licensing requirement within such
jurisdiction not currently met within such jurisdiction.
Persons into whose possession this document may come
are required to inform themselves of, and to observe, such
restrictions.
Unless notified to the contrary in a particular case,
investment instruments are not insured by the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (”FDIC“) or any other
governmental entity, and are not guaranteed by or
obligations of DWS Group.

Important information – UK
IMPORTANT INFORMATION - UK
Issued in the UK by DWS Investments UK Limited. DWS
Investments UK Limited is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (Registration number 429806).
DWS is the brand name of DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA.
The respective legal entities offering products or services
under the DWS brand are specified in the respective
contracts, sales materials and other product information
documents. DWS, through DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA,
its affiliated companies and its officers and employees
(collectively “DWS”) are communicating this document in
good faith and on the following basis.
This document is a financial promotion and is for general
information purposes only and consequently may not be
complete or accurate for your specific purposes. It is not
intended to be an offer or solicitation, advice or
recommendation, or the basis for any contract to purchase
or sell any security, or other instrument, or for DWS to enter
into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequence of
any information contained herein. It has been prepared
without consideration of the investment needs, objectives or
financial circumstances of any investor.
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without the assistance of an investment adviser, whether the
investments and strategies described or provided by DWS,
are suitability and appropriate, in light of their particular
investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances.
We assume no responsibility to advise the recipients of this
document with regard to changes in our views.
We have gathered the information contained in this
document from sources we believe to be reliable; but we do
not guarantee the accuracy, completeness or fairness of
such information and it should not be relied on as such.
DWS has no obligation to update, modify or amend this
document or to otherwise notify the recipient in the event
that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection,
forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or
subsequently becomes inaccurate.
DWS does not give taxation or legal advice. Prospective
investors should seek advice from their own taxation agents
and lawyers regarding the tax consequences on the
purchase, ownership, disposal, redemption or transfer of the
investments and strategies suggested by DWS. The
relevant tax laws or regulations of the tax authorities may
change at any time. DWS is not responsible for and has no
obligation with respect to any tax implications on the
investment suggested.
This document contains forward looking statements.
Forward looking statements include, but are not limited to
assumptions, estimates, projections, opinions, models and
hypothetical performance analysis. The forward looking
statements expressed constitute the author‘s judgment as of
the date of this document. Forward looking statements
involve significant elements of subjective judgments and
analyses and changes thereto and/ or consideration of
different or additional factors could have a material impact
on the results indicated. Therefore, actual results may vary,
perhaps materially, from the results contained herein. No
representation or warranty is made by DWS as to the
reasonableness or completeness of such forward looking
statements or to any other financial information contained in
this document.
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NO GUARANTEE OF FUTURE
RESULTS.
© DWS 2019
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This document does not identify all the risks (direct and
indirect) or other considerations which might be material to
you when entering into a transaction. Before making an
investment decision, investors need to consider, with or
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